OUR PROMOTERS

VISHAL MALHOTRA
GAURAV MALHOTRA

Lovingly called Malbros in the Industry

- Third generation technopreneurs
- 25 Year plus experience in Testing Instrumentation
- They have 3 Papers published in International Journals.
- National Award winners for Quality by govt. of India
- Author - Amazon bestseller
- On the Technical Committees of the Bureau of Indian Standards
- Helped 4,375 companies achieve their Quality goals
- Founders of the Institute of Material Testing & Calibration
  (www.inimtc.com)

You may visit their sites www.vishal-malhotra.com, gauravmalhotra.com
to connect with them & attend their signature Tech Seminars.
OUR PARTNERS

leaders in the field

OLYMPUS

‘TORAY’
Innovation by Chemistry

Bestest®
COMPANY TIMELINE

You think we test

1983
Started its operations in 12x18 room

1984
First Salt Spray made

1989
Shifted to new premises in Industrial Area in Okhla, New Delhi

1993
Sold 400th Tensile testing machine

2005
Moved to a Much bigger Facility in Faridabad Unit 1

2008
Latest CNC turning & milling Centeres added

2012
New Factory Inaugurated
Unit 2

2017
New Factory Inaugurated. Imported laser cutting machine & NC Bending Machines installed
Unit 3
AWARDS & RECOGNITION

NATIONAL AWARD FOR QUALITY

National Quality Award Winner 2015 - 2016
11,436 USERS

All Across the globe

[Logos of various companies]
OUR SALE & SERVICE CENTERS IN INDIA
What Our Customers Think About Us

**PepsiCo!**
A representative from Presto Sntest is regularly visiting our plant and ensuring that our all instrument are always operational. He has explained us about new equipments developed by his company Presto Sntest Pvt. Ltd. He has taken extra pain to explain us about proper use of equipment. By his regular Feedback and Training all our equipments are giving the proper results. His regular visit to our plant helps us to maintain our equipments in right condition.

Maneesh Bhatnagar
GM-Quality

**Kellogg India!**
Thanks for your Service and Support in completing the installation and training at our Facility. This marks a key role of Presto in the new QA Lab for our Facility at Sricity which is operationalized. Hope PRESTO will continue good & immediate services as and when required in future too.

Sudheer Padale

**JCB!**
We want to compliment you for the products and services you offer. Your responsiveness to the customer queries is commendable and the way you conduct business is an example of customer driven approach. Thank you for your excellent and continued support. We wish you all the best. We highly recommend your products and services to others in the industry.

Rajesh Kumar Tanwar
Deputy Manager-Quality
WHY PRESTO?

38 Years Experience
- Instrument manufacturer from last 38 years
- Exporting to more than 47 countries
- Good knowledge of standards of various countries

Trusted By labs
- Installations with renowned labs like SGS, ITS, MTS, Texan.

Strong R&D team
- Online Technical Support 24X7.
- Quality Spares available for many years.
- Scientifically designed & engineered machines.
WHY PRESTO?

🌟 Trained Team
- 140+ Trained Staff to Serve the Customer

🌟 High Quality
- 93 Checklists to ensure get the best quality result

🌟 Aesthetic Designs
- 27 Design Patents
DO YOU HAVE

ANY QUESTIONS?

Feel free to contact us

info@prestogroup.com  www.prestogroup.com  +91 9210 903 903
+91 129 4272727